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NUCLEAR SQFECUARDS APPLICATIONS OF
ENERGY-DISPERSIVE ABSORPTION EDGE DENSITOMETRY

P. A. Russo, S-T. tisue,
D. G. Langner and J. K. Sprinkle, Jr.

Los Alamus Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

/J~sTRAcT

The principles and techniques of absorption edge dens~-
tometry in the energy-dispersive mode are summarized as they
apply to the nondestructive assay of special nuclear materials.
Five existing field instruments, deslqned for special nuclear
materials accounting measurements, are describh.. The results
of the +esting ot these instruments as well as recent labora-
tory results are used to define the capabilities of the tech-
nique for special nuclear materials arrounting. Possibilities
for future applications are reviewed,



I. INTRODUCTION

Energy-dispersive absorption edge densitometry is a noncie-
structive arlalytical technique with applications to accounting
measurements of concentrations of special nuclear materials
(SNM). An earlier review of this subjectl discusses the
physical principles which govern the assay, the practical
requirements for the measurements, and the measurement capa-
bilities illustrated primarily by laboratory results. T~le

present review emphasizes the results obtained with instruments
designed for plant operation.

Several field instruments have been developed arldior tested
in plant situations during the past few years. These ar?
described in Section III. Section IV of this paper cnncen-
tratt?son the results obtained with these f;.eld instruments in
order to demonstrate the capabilities of the absorption edqe
technique Recent laboratory research data are also used tu
aemonstra”:e applications to safeguards and nuclear materials
accountin~l measur~ments. Possibilities for future applicatic~s
are evalu~ted in 2ection V. The emphasis on results which are
significant for SNM accounting measurem nts in reprocessing is
due ta the potentially numerous applications of the absorption
edge technique to this phase of the nuclear fuel cycle.

iI. SUMMHRY OF PRINCIPLES APdDTECHNIQUES

A. Cnerc~-Disners~ve Absorption Edqe Measurements

The absorption edqe assay is a nondestructive qam~a ray
mpas~rement for determjnatlon of elemental concentrations. The
assay requires transmission measurements at photon energies
which closely bracket the absorption edge of the analyt$
element~l species. In the energv dispersive mo~e, the use @f
hlgll recoluticn gamma ray detectors of Si(Li), Ge or Ge(Li)
mak~’n it possible to accurately obtain these transmission meas-
urem Ilts in short cnunt times. The results are timely since no
sample pre~laration is required. The first work to demonstrair
the zafcquardz and nuclear materials accounting applications Of
the :nerqy-,lispc!rcive absorption edq~ technique apr)eared in
1975m~ References to earl~er work on the wavelength disp~l-
sive rnncjehave been qlven previously. l

Absorption eiigf?cien~ltometry is an active technique in that
the assay siqnat~Jre is other than passive sample emission:’~
The sample is located or) a llrle between the gamma ray tran!=-
mlssion source and th~ high resolution gamma ray detector,
Collimators defin!! tt)e :)ample-to-detector qeom~try to restrict
the passive cou~t rote while transmission source strengths are
adjusted to optimize the count rat,r for qammo rays transmitted
throuqh the samplr.



A sample can be described as a combination of the an~lyte
element, A, and the matrix, M, such that the transmission of
photons of a qiven energy can be expressed as

T= eXp(-~lA~A x) exp\-~M~M %) (1)

where x is the sample thickne~s along the transmission path
PA and PM are concentrations of analyte and matrix,
respectively, and VA and Pq are the respective mass atten-
u~3tion coefficients. The dependence of P on photon energy is
smooth and decreasing exce~t at the absorption edge where a
large, discontinuous increase il~ photon absorption occurs at
energies, unique to each element, corresponding to the electron
binding energies. The absorption edge assay requires the meas-
urement of transmissions above and below the edqe energv (Tu
ald TL, respectively) where

T
R=+ (exp(-~lkJAPA %.)exp(-d~M PM %)

1L

and /)\~A=]IA,U - ]IA,L

and .L).M= UM,lI - l!t~,L.

Tne concentration, PA, is obtained from

In general, the second term in equation
more, the (upper and lower) energies
hM iS much Smaller than Alla. In

tnr loqarithm of R:

{~)

!3) is small. Further-
can he chosen so that
this case, the second

term is negligible, The ratio,r’R, is a h,:’asured‘quantjty, anj
AllA and x are constants which can be evaluated from trans-
mission measurements with samples df well-defined cnncFntra-
tion, p A. This simple formalism describes the approach tu
the matrix-independent evaluation, of PA.

The fractional error in P defined by equation :;) is

(h)



The fractional error in R is determined by the counting statis-
tics of the transmission measurement. If this is fixed, tt,e
measurement sensitivity increases with larger L ~ and L X.
Further dstails are discussed elsewhere. 1~3~4

c. Choice of TechniqJe

The absorption edge technique is most useful for the assay
of homogeneous samples such that the transmitted gamma rays
intercept a representative portion of the sample. S~me appli-
cations to solids have been described,114 but, the technique
finds widest application in solution assay.

Table I gives the K and L1ll absorption edge energies for
thorium, uranium and plutonium. The corresponding jumps in
mass-attenuation of photons (f.:;)at the absorption edges are
also given. The measureri!entsensitivity defined by equation
(4) is more than al order of magnitude larger at the L1ll-
edge, other parameters being equal. However, due to the high~r
penetrability of p50tons at K-edge energies, thicker sam~les
can be used for the K-edge measurements. Consequently, it is :
which typically determines the choice of technique (K or
L1ll). However, other factors impact significantly, The K
edges of iower-Z elements (such as strontium, yttrium and
zirconium) if present in significant amounts in the sample,
cause discrete interferences which bias the LII I-edge assays
of thorium, uranium and plutonium, respectively. Furthermore,
the resolution for Si(Li) and Ge detectors at moderate count
rates is approximately 0.3 keV (fwhm) at LII I-edge energie:.
This fact limits the ability to perform accurate LI~I-edge
measurements in th~’ presence of significant amounts cf th~
elements of neighboring Z (protactinium, neptunium ap~l
americium), The K-edge measurements are not subject to thes~
interferences. Finally, the hiqher energies required fur
K-edqP measurement permit the use of thicker or higher Z
materials for sample cell windows. This can be a seriou!,,
practical constraint for in-plant operation.

TABLE I. Absorption Edge Data For Assay or StJM
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Another consideration is the availability of transmission
sources. Mere flexibility e>.ists for the K-edge measurement.

D. Transmission Sources

The most versatile of the transmission sources is the
brelqsstrahlung continuum produced by an X-ray generator. The
intensity of this source can be varied to optimize cOUnt rates
for a variety of sample geometries, concentrations and thick-
nesses. The voltages can be adjusted and the spectrum tailored
appropriately for assay of specific elements. Furthermore,
matrix effects can be minimized by extrapolation of the
(continuous) measured transmissions to the absorption edge.
Commercial units are available with power supplies which are
highly stable and X-ray tubes which are long-lived for reli-
able, long-term operation.

Th? use of discrete gamma ray lines w~ich bracket th?
absorption edge, the alternative to the continuum transmission
sources, has been demonstrated in several instruments. This
approach depends upon the availability of relatively slowly-
decaying radioisotopes that produce gamma rays of appropriate
energies and sufficient intensities. A convenient combir,ation
fol the K-edge assay of plutonium is the 121.1-keV gamma ray of
~~’;2 (ti/2 = 12~)d) and the 122.1-keV gamma ray of - ‘Co

270 The advantages of this combination
include =the small* energy displacements from tne K-edge of
plutonium that minimize the effects of the matrix. Oue to the
half life differences, accurate decay corrections and/@r
frequent me,.suremlents of the unattenuated intvosities

169Yb (t]/2
are

required. The Use r)f = 32 d) for uranium assay
at the K-edgel?3\4 has the acivantage of requirirlq no decay
correction, but the assay gamma rays at 109.8 keV aIId 130.5 kev
introduce a larger matrix sensibility, and source Ieplarement
is frequent due to the short nalf life, Matrix effects are
disrl]ssed further in Sectior, IV [!. G detailed discussion cf
convenient radioisotopic so’~rceshas appeared previously.

Fluor?~cence of X-rdys~ from a stable target material is
:1means to generate discreta (secondary) gamma rays for trans-
Iissifln measllrements near the absorption edge. The excitlnn
source can b~ the outpu? of an X-ray generator or the qamma
rays emittdd by a long-lived radioisotope. The inconveniences
of decay u[lrr!?ctionsand (,o~]rcereplacements are eliminated,

The usc of dis~rete qamma rays as primary transm;.~siorl
scurces in K-edge me{lsurem~nts has been demonstrated by f“our
~vlstlnq field ~nstruments for solutlon assay.5~6\7~R

desc~iberl in de!i~il
lhe~,(’

are irl Scctlon 111 A, B, D and E,
respectively.



Discrete gamma rays are not available as primary emissions
for LIII-edge measurements. A technique, described previ-
ously in the wavelength dispersive modeg, has been applied
recently for energy-dispersive analysis of thorium and uranium,
on-line, for process control in Thorex-type streams.lo The
sources are K X-rays fluoresced from lower-Z targets by 241Am
gamma rays. The energy resolution of the gas proportional
detector is not sufficient to perform accurete measurements for
materials accounting purposes. Furthermore, transmission
spectra produced in this way must be simplified by judicious
choice of primary excitation energy or other filtering tech-
niques to optirllizethe measlJrement resolution.

Another technique, which uses a combined source for K-ed.~e
uianium solution assay, has been demonstrated in the labora-
tory,ll The 122.1 keV gamma ray of 57C0 is both the direct
primary source (for transmission rt?eas~rementsabove the edge)
and the exciting source for fluorescence of uranium K? X-rays
(near 112 kev, for transmission measurements beiow tne edge),
Corrections must be applied for fluorescence of uranium X-rays
from the solution, but, precision better than one-half percent
h~ve bsen demonstrated with ~iepared solution samples,

Laboratory demonstrations of the K-edge technique for
analysis of multiple SNM components have appeared in early
pu!31ications.lF2 The availability of highly-stable X-rdy
generators in the 15G to 20CI-keV range makes possible the
design of reliable arid versatile instruments for accurate
absorption edge measurements. Laboratory results precise to
0.5 percent or better have recently been published for K-edge
measurements of uranium in solutions using a 150-keV X-ray
generator12, These results span a rang? of uranium thickness
(p tim~s x) of 100 !.0 1O(JOg/5. ● cm using prepared solution
samples of well-defined concentration.

The LIII-edge technique with a Continuous X-ray trans-
mission :,.)urceis. demor,strated in a field instrument designed
far materials accounting measurements of single or multiple SNM
components in sollltion,13 This instrument 1s currently
undergoing tezting and evaluation for application to sinlulta-
ncnus uranium and plutonium analysis. I“urther details are
given in Section III C.

111. EXISTING FIELD INSTRUMENTS

Five existing instruments which apply absorption edge terh-
nlq~es for assay of SNM in solution r!re currently underaoi~g
fle?,d testing at different facilities. ~a~h instrument was
designed for materials accounting measurements. Data acquis!-
ilor is accomplished with crmputer-based multichannel analyzer
systems, Mechanical and analytical nperatiolls are automated
and under computer control. The design features of thc?se
instruments are summarized in the fr)llowlnc)five suhs~rtions.



A. The Uranium Solution Assay System (USAS)

The USAS5V14, designed and bu~lt by the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory (LASL) Safeguards Instrumentation Group
(Q-l), has been in use for more than four years at the LASL
enriched uranium recovery facility at CMB-8. The instrument
applies three independent gamma ray techniques for off-line
solution assay of uranium in the 1 .pm to 400 g/fl range.

!
The

K-edge measurement, which uses a 69Yb radioisotopic trans-
mission source, is applied for concentrations above 100 gu/f.
Twenty mR of solution sample are pipetted into plastic cylin-
drical, disposable sample ccintainers. The 2 cm transmission
path is vertical through the solution so that the pipetting
precision affects the assay precision.

Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the measurement
station. The large volume coaxial Ge(Ll) detector, not shown
in this drawing, is located inside the shleld~d housing beneath
the collimator and adjacent to the lf)9Cd radioisotopic
source. The 88-keV gamma ray from this source is Ijsed for
digital gain stabilization. The sample is mounted in one cf
three holders in a turntable which rotates horizontally to
position the sample. Each balder, and the associated colli-
mator which also rotates, is dusigned for a samDle which is
different for each assay type. The passive assays, which are
used for the low and inteIfI)ediate concentrations, do not
utilize the restrictive sample collimation that is applied in
the absorption edge measurements, The shutter on the 169yb
source Is automatically controlled by software.

The preser~ce of the 169yb source is also used to adva~l-
taqe in the Dassive assay of solutions in the range of inter-
mediate concentration (1-50 g U/~). The passive assay gamma
ray is subject to sample attenuation effects which are depen-
dent on uranium concentration, These effects are determined
empirically using extrapolations of the measured transnllssions
of gamma rays from the 169Yb source.

Measurement control for the absorption edge technique con-
s!sts of a daily K-edge assay of a uranium foil with an equiv-
alent concentration representative of the range of assay con-
centrations, The long-term preclslon in the foil results is
G.55 percent (in),

The nh::orption edqe callhration is checked CIIIa six-month
basis. Typical detected shifis arc of the order of 0.2 percent.



Measurement precision are 0,35 percent (lc) for 1OOO-SPC
assays and optimum transmission source intensity. The accura-
cies, based lJf30n comparisons with reference values determined ,
by destructive analytical techniques, are typically 0.5 percenz
(10). The accuracy includes the pipetting error.

The USAS is used for the materials accounting measurements
of the process solutions at the CMB-8 recovery facility. It
has been evaluated as a successful and timely alternative to
the NDA and destructive techniques used previously.

The K-edge densitometer installed in a glove box test
station the Allied-General N’julear Services (AGNS)
facilitY6~~~~16 is the only absorption edge field instrurr,ent
that has been designed for in-line operation. This densitofi-
eter, which was developed at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
is, therefore, a monitor of plutonium concentration in flowing
streams.

The instrument uses 75Se and 57C0 radioisotopic sources
for the plutonium concentration assay. Since the l)llJtOtTiUT

concentration in process streams is subject to change with
time, the instrument is designed to count the transmitted gamma
rays from both sources simultaneously.

The sample cell design is shown in Figure 2. The monitor
was developed for in-line concentration or isotopics measure-
ments of plutonium. A sample thickness of a few centimeters is
optimum for the absorption edge measurements of plutonium in
the concentration ranqe of 150 to 300 q/1. The passive assay
for isotopics is sensitive to larqe sample attenuation effects
such that a cell thickness in the millimeter range is desir-
able. The dual-purpose cell is illustrated schematically in
t~e passive count configuration at the top of Figure 2. P
shutter shown to the right of the l.1-mm thick direct counting
cell shields the Ge detector from gamma radiations from the
solution in the transmission cell and from the transmission
sources. In this configuration, the sample is not collimated,
The shutter is replaced by a collimator for the transmission
measurement as illustrated in the lower portion of Figure 2.

Prepared nitrate solutions of plutonium oxide have been
us d to demon~trate the performance of the instrument. Th?
24~Am was freshly separat’ 1 from s~me of these, tlt.~rs
s.lmulated aged solutions at equilibrium with fhigh L Am
content. The 10-fllJsample volumr-< were circulated throuqh t~lc’
entire system to ensure thorough mixing before the analysis was
performed. The circulation system consisted of 1,6-mIIIdiameter
Tygon tubing, Flow rates d“rirq the measurements were several
m!! per minute. Follc~wing thorough mixing and assay, solution
samples were extracted for subsequent destructive analysis.



Comparisons between the K-edge measurements and destructive
analytical results were made for plutonium solutions varying in
concentration from 150 to 350 g/%. precision in the compari-
son data were 0.5 percent or better. Significant improvements
in p~ecisions were demonstrated when a cubic fit was applied to
the ‘relative results (fractional difference beween K-edge and
chemical determinations) as a function of concentration. This
cubic dependence, which was attributed to the use of the mixed
(75Se-57Co) source, disappeared when separate transmission
measurements were performed with the two sources.

The experimental re~ults ir,tjicateno measurable contribu-
tions to the precision resulting from circulation of the solu-
tion through the sample cell. The measurements performed with
this instrument are a significant demonstration of the applica-
tion of the K-edge technique to precise monitoring of plutonium
in flowing streams.

c. LIII-Edge Densitometer for Single and Multiple SFdM
Components

An LII~-edge densitometer was designed and built ty Grou~
Q-l at LASL to evaluate the capabilities for rapid anal!~sis of
single and mlJltiple SNM components13 ~14~17. The instrument
uses the X-ray continuum from a 50-kV X-ray generator. The
sample cell is designed in a flow-through configuration to
permit on-line assay of static solutions extracted through a
bypass on the process,

The instrument was deliverea to the Savanrlah River Labora-
tory (SRL) where it was used fol fourteen months in a test
mode, at-line. The prepared solution samples were uranium and
~~~;;nium solutions as well as mixed solutions of these mate-

. Process samples were lEU (uranium alone) and lBP (ura-
nium and plutonium mixed) solutions from the solvent-extraction
test setup for demonstration of coprocessing. Solutions from
the process demonstration were transferred into the sample cell
through plumbing lines to the glove boxes which housed the
demonstration facilities. The same samples were extracted from
the measurement cell and analyzed by destructive techniques.

Figure 3 shows a dr.]wing of the equipment at the measure-
ment statiun. A detail cf the sample cell and transmission
path housing is shown in Figure 4. The sample cell thickness
of 1.15 cm is optimized for concentrations of approximately
50 g of SNM per liter. The total volume in the darkened area
of the sample cell is less than 2 ml!. Fjgure > shows the
assembly of equipment at. the measurement station behind the
glove box at SRL.



Measurement control for the LIII-edge instrument is
accomplished with th~ daily assay of a uranium foil, 65
described for the lJSI\S. The equvalent concentration of the
uranium foil is 50 g/f.. Foil assay times were less than on?
half hour. The foil results obtained at SRL during the last
eight months of operatiun17 are shown in Figure 6 as the
percentage deviation of the measured value from the average
result, plotted versus dzte in 1978-1979. The standard devis-
tion is approximately 0.25 percent (]c). Previously-published
foil results from the first six months of operation at SRL show
similar fe~Lures.13 These data illustr~ te the long-term
stability of the calibration that is characteristic of the
assay technique based upon transmission measurements of this
type.

Figure 7 illustrates the measurement precision (lr) ICI
1000 sec assays of single SNM substances. The shape of this
curve, described in greater detail in Section I’d A, demon-
strates that the design of this instrument
concentrations of 50 g/k.

is optimized fcr
The 10SS in precision for plutoriu~l

in mixed solutions is the result of a decrease in the r~tio or
signal-to-noise above the uranium edge du? to SNM attenuation,
of the beam intensity. The experimental precision are plotted
in Figure 8 versus plutonium concentration for the plutonium
measurements in mixed solutions with varying uranium-to-
plutonium ratios representative of the lBP solutions. The data
from Figures 7 and 8 were obtained from repeated measurements
of process solutions at SRL.~7

The performance of the instrument with prepared, w~l~-
characterized samples has demonstrated 13,30 results ~hi~h
are consistent with the observed precision shown in Figures 6
and 7. Comparison with the results of analytical chemistry for
evaluation of the instrument for the assay of process solutions
is incomplete to date. The evaluation of this instrument fcr
the assay of multiple SNM components will continue this fall at
the New Brunswick Laboratory. Tentative a

%
lications of the

LIII-edge instrument are discussed elsewhere.

D. The K-ErjGe Instrument at ‘iokai-Mura

The K-edge densitometer for plutonium concentration assav
of product solutions7 ?18)19?20 is installed off-line at the
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC)
reprocessing facility in Tokai-mura, Japan. This instrument
was designed and built bv Group Q-1 at LASL under the Tokai
Advanced Safeguards Technology Exercise (7ASTEX) program, and
has been used by PNC at Tokai-mura for the assays of product
solutions from several campaigns since the installation and
calibration in the Fall of 1979.



This device uses 75Se and 57C0 transmission sourceS for
the K-edge assay. Transmissions of additional gamma ray lines
(other than 121.1 and 122.1-keV lines used for the K.-edge
assay) from these sources are used to correct for sampie self
attenuation of plutonium gamma rays counted in a third passive
measurement . The 75$~ and 57Co sour~es, mounted in separ-
ate positions on a wheel, are rotated into the transmission
path by a motor-driven Geneva mechanism. Collimators posi-
tioned between sample and detector are rotated synchronously.
For the passive measurement, the sources are rotated out of the
transmission path and shielded from the detector, a~d the col-
limation is removed. Figure 9 shows these measurement concepts
schematically. lhe entire mechanical system represented by
Figure 9 is mounted beneath a glove box in an analytical
laboratory at Tokai-mura. Solutinns extracted from the process
can be L.ransported pneumatically to this glove box. TFe meas-
urement well, which is a modification to the glove box, is an
ext-ension beneath the box into which samples in disposable
plastic vials are inserted for assay. The solution sample
thickness is approximately 2 cm. Figure 10 is a detailed
drawing of the measurement well.

Measurement control for the K-edge determination is accom-
plished with the assay of a plutonium foil mounted in a sample
cell. The eqlJiValf2n~ concentration of the foil is representa-
tive of the product solution concentrations. Foil assays have
been shown to reproduce to + 0.25 percent (~ 1P) during eight-
week tests at LA3L and Tokaj~mura.7~18?21

The measurements at LASL of well-characterized, prepared
solutions demonstrate results consistent with measured preci-
sion of 0.3 percent over the concentration rang~ of 150 to
300 gPu/f. The results at Tokai-mura are based upon compari-
sons with destructive analytical chemistry. The observed
precision in these relatjve results (pt?rcentcge deviation
betweef~ densitometry and analytical chemistry) are consistent
w~th the combined precision of the two techniques.7~18~19 ~21
The appeara;;e of biases of approximately 11.5 percent in the
averages the relative results from campaign-to-
campa.ign19\21 is a subject of current investigation.

E. The On-Line K-Edae Densitomete~

A K-edge densitometer has been recently designed and built
by Group Q-1 at LASL for on-line operation at the Savannah
River Plant (SRP). The instrument is intended for assay of
plutonium concentration in precipitator feeo solutions stored
in holding tanks on the !)rOdUCt J.ine. The n’easurement design
js the same as that described for the K-edge instrument at
Tokai-mura (Refer to Figure 9). Process solution samples at
SRP contain, typically, 30 gpu/1 for these applications such
tilat the sample thickness requirement for the SFP instrument is
approximately 7 cm.



Figure 11 shows a detail of the on-ljne measurement sta-
tion. The tapered shape of the sample cell @ptimi Zes counting
statistics for the isotnpics determination when the collimation
is opened up for the passive assay. This assembly of equip-
ment, initially installed off-line in a plutonjum Solutior,s
glove box at SRP, will be mounted nearly seven feet a!)ove the
floor level for on-line operation. Figure 12 is a schematic
illustration of the on-line configuration. Bypass plumt:ng
from the two process holding tanks (B and C in Figure 12)
brings plutonium salutiuns from these tanks to the sample cell
inside the process cabinet exterlsion. The germanium dstector
and transmission sources sit on opposite sides of this ext~n-
sion outside the process containment cabinet. A sample reser-
voir receives the solution following the assay. This reservoir
is adapted for external samplinq nf its contents f6r (verifica-
tion) analysis elsewhere.

The on-line operation of the plumDinq system is cor~Dutel
controlled except for two manual ~alves which select the origin
(holding tank E or C) of the process sample. The n?easurerle~t
corltrol procedures are designed to verify the absence of pluto-
nium build-up in the cell and to v~r!fy the calibration fCr
concentration assay by densitometry usir”lga plutonium foil.

Measurel,,entcontrol results show precision of + Cl3 per-
cent (+ 1P) for six-weeks of foil data obtained ‘at LASL6.
Precisi~ns of 0,5 percent or better h~ve been demonstrated ~t
LASL with the plutonium concentration results for well-
cbaracterized prepared samples in the 25 to 43 gPu/f range.
These results correspond to count times of 3U to 40 minutes per
assay,

The on-line demonstration is currently scheduled to be
implemented in December 1980. Meanwhile, Off-linP testing with
prepared soluticns will continue at SRP, The results of these
tests so far are consistent with measurl’ment capabilities
demonstrated at LASL.

Iv. DEMONSTRATED FEATURES gF THE ABSORPTION EDGE MEASUREMENT

A. Precision and Accuracy

Ssction III has discur.sed the measurement previsions for
existing field instrument,:,for timely nondestructi}le assay of
SNM concentrations. Measurement times are typically fiftefll
minutes to one-half hour. For single-element assays, preci-
sion are typically one-half percent or better over th~ con-
centration range for whictl the instrument was designed.

Estimates have been made using the Tokai-mura K-edge device
(Section 111 D) to obtain l.tmits on the precision attainable
with this instrument. These limits are obtained with count



times increased to reduce statistical contributions to negli-
gible levels compared to the 0.13 percent limit observed for
the measured precision. This ;an be considered the mechanical
or electronic limit in the measurement capability of the
instrument . Similar limits are reported for the K-edge pluto-
nium concel ration monitor15 (Section III B). The precision
limits are achievable in courlt times of 60 to 100 minutes.
Furthermore, laboratory results of uranium K-edge solution con-
centration measurements using the continuous spectrum from a
150-keV X-rav generator show optimized precision of better
than 0.2 percent in count times of one-half hour12.

The apparent limits on the precision achievable with
existing absorption edge equipment do not approach those demon-
strated by many laboratories using the most precise destructive
analytical methods applied in interlaboratory comparison52~m
However, they do represent an alternative to routine, in-plant
analytical chemistry in that the precision is comparable or
better ard the results are more timelv.

T!lecontinuum source absorption edge assay of an element in
t,he presence of a sizeable component of slightly lower Z
results in a loss in measurement precision as djscussed in
Sectiorl 111 Co The use of discrete radioisotopic sources whiCh
conccntlate intensity at the energies of interest can overcome
some of this loss since source strengths can be adjusted ta
give optimum count rates in the presence of the lower Z contam-
inant. Research is required to determine, for sDecific
precision requirements, the tolerable ltmits for the lower Z
component.

[:omparlsons of measured results with reference values for
well-characterized solutions have demonstrated capabilities for
accurate assays over ~ wide concentration range for each field-
tested instrument. Performance data with actual process ~olu-
tions is still s~mewhat limited, lable II summarizes the puL~-
lisht?riresults for precisinns in the relative measurements of
sets of prepn:cd and proct?ss solution samples. (The relatlvr
measuremtrt is defined ;~sthe percentage difference betwern the
densitom?tIy assay and the assay result of the r~f~r~nc~ terh-
nique, which 1s some form of destructive analysis for each
example used here, ) Thr if~-plant results demonstrate ii mrar-
urable 10ss in prrcis~nn due to the uncertainty in th(’
(reference! (jestructJve analytical t~chnlque. TyPlc[+lly, tll(’
in-plant precislunz are th~ sam(? for prepared and prorc-is:!
solutions.



TABLE II. Relative Absorption Edge Measureme:7t Precision5
Based on Comparisons With: (1) well-Characterized
Reference Materials Prepared

Prepared $a~pl~~~

During Instruner,t
Development In-Plarlt Destructive Assay Gf

., t (3) In-Plant Destructive Assay of
Process Solutions.

Technique
(Host
Facility)

K-Edge
(CMB-8)

LIII-FdQe
(SRL)

K-Edge
(AGNS)

K-Ed2e
(Tokai-mura)

K-Edqe
(SAP)

Anzly~
Species

u

u

Pu

Pu

Pu

Reference(s)

5

13, 31

6, 15, 16

18, 19

8

—iPrecision in Relative
RE

1

0.35%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

Ults
2

~~n~dmpett lnq~rrors.
(a) Linear and (!1) cubic concentration depentien~e nf
absorption-edge result.

Every in-plant evaluation of NDA equiDm~nt iS s~jb~rct to
the appearance ot hiascs in the relat~wvi~hresu~ts(NDA compaxe~
to destructive analysis) obtained process
There bia~es can be the

solutions,
result of interi’erences affect in’~

either tP~hniqLJP or both, but presumably, differently, Qn
interfercncr originating in the proce~s solution sampl~ might
be diagnnscd if a third, independent and equally precise tech-
nique is us~d for comparison. Th,is capability of vellflcation
by an lnclependrnt method offers possibilities for optlmizat~on
of tll(:ci~structive and tne nondestructive assays fur a hid”
ranqe of’ snmr.)lf’typr”., An interfer~ncr due to a shift III thr’

rneasuremcnt calibration ic most easily dlagnosrd by mrarur(:-
ments of ztanciard rrtrrcnce matcrinls for vcrifjcatlnn Or boih
densltomctry ancj destructive analytical chemistry. The jm[~l~-
catl~ns of th(: USC of r~dunrlant ~nalytlcal techniques and
standard referrnce matrri~152J are apparent for the SIJC.CF5!.

of in-plant evaluations of thr absorption cdqc instruments for
~ccurat~ process, sr)lutlonmca~uremrnts,



B. Matrix Effects

The absorption
the effects of’ the
nents other than
represented by the
become significant

edge technique is, in principle, imm~ne LO
attenuation of gamma rays. by matrix compo-
the analyte. The matrix contribution is
second term in equation (3). This term cal
for low concentrations, PA, (such that the

ineqUality””Q >> CM is no longer val,id)“or’’when the spacing
between assay energies, Eu and EL, becomes large enough
(such that the inequality, :il;M/Li!A‘< 1 is no longer valid).

The natural width of the absorption edge (~200 eV) is the
natural limitation to the design of an instrument whjch
attempts to mlinimize the effects of matrix attenuation, The
limited availability of useful, naturally-occurring ractioi$a-
topes leads to compromises in the cl”loice of radioisotopic
transmission sources. Furthermore, in the case of the con-
tinuum transmission source, the finite detector resolution
(<500 eV) creates the need for extrapolation procedures to
define transmissions at the absorption edge. All of the abovs
can contribute to variations in dDM dJP to changes in m: xix
composition and concentration, The effects have been shown to
be small or manageable for the cases investigated. These are
summarized in the following paragraphs,

A dramatic illustration of matrix effectsl is reproduced
in Figure 13 for clarification purpnses, These data are ths
results of plutonium K-edcje measurellents performc’d with dis-
crete gamma ray transmission sources. The sample’, ~ere solu-
tions containing 67.5 g plutonium per liter with contaminant
tin (Z~50) concentrations up to more than t~enty times the
plutonillm concentration, The ordinate is the measured trans-
missjcn ratio (refer to equation (2)) plotted on a log SCale.
A choice of the relatively widely-spaced 75Se gamma ray lines
at 121.1 and 136.0 keV for transmission measurements for the
plutonium assay results in a matrix effect of close to 100
percent in P (i.e., jn ?.r,R)over the ral~ge of tln concentra.
tions
~~2 <keVThFr~0rcT5~~ 0s~;~-s~’g~ ‘rll&ec~;v~ly~t a;~;’la~;~
res;lts which vary by only a few percent, A variation of this
magnitude in the matrix composition of process solutions iC.
unrenllstlc. Thercforr! this f~’wpercent Is more llkely to be a
few tenths of a psr crnt for pl;lctical appllcat!ons, Further-
more, a dcr,lonstratedconcentration-lndcp ‘ndent correction pro-
cedure] lemoves the lnsPnsi tJvityTh~F :~~~~lt~e>t~l~~~% ‘~rO~\[’
high-Z (j50) matrix cOmPOnrllts.
dure eppl~ed to thr 121/136 data are shown a R~ in Figure 13.

. ,.

Uranium K-edge measur~mcnts with an h-ray continuum sourer
h:t\e been usPri to demonstr~te the lnsp.nsitivity of the tech-
l)ic~ueto B 50 percent h~gh-Z nc)ntamlnant (76 g gadollnium Per
liter, 150 q uran~um per liter) in th!s type of assey,27 Thr
rrsults show no measurah]r rffects on the nn~-holf percent (10)
uranium results obtained by this tcchn!q~lr.



The effects of the presence of urznium on the measured clu-

tonium concentration have been examined for the radioisotc,pic
K-edge technique with the K-edge instrumer,t designed for Tokai-
m\Jra (Section 111 D). The presence of an equal Concentration
of uranium contributes a two percent negative bias to the
plutonium assay in the 200 to 300 g Pu/f concentration range,
Alt~ough a high Z substitution such as this one might consitute
part of a complex diversion scheme, such a substitution leaves
an obvious, assayable signature in the Compton continuum beio,~
the plutonium K-edge. Therefore, both detection and correcti~r,
for the effect can be accomplished.

Solvent-matrix effects have also been investigated ~ith
solutions representative of”process samples. An example is tr,e
water/nitrate contribution to the K-edge assay of plutorliup:
measured with the K-edqe instrument designed for in-line opera-
tion at SRP8 (Section III E), Due to the relatively low
plutonium concentrations (Ilpu“W30 g/f) in these samples a
s~lvent-matrix contribution of app~cximately 0.5 percent24
(the secor,d term in equation (3)) is observed. Since this
contribution has been shown to be independent of nitric acid
concentration, the correction can be applied with no measurabl:
sacrifice in accuracy, Furthermore, since these thirk-sample,
low concentration solutions appr~ach the 10V; concentration
l~m~,ts for the k-edge techniqup (Section IV C), these are the
largest solvent-matrix contributions which might be postulated
for this Lype of plutonium K..edgemeasurement.

Recent off-line, K-edge measurements performed with t!lp
USAS (Section 111 A) have usmonstrated the maqnitude of crrl-
centratinn effects of the soli’ent-matrix contributing in pre-
pared nitrate s~lutions of urar,.’Jnl.~i~llre 14 is a plot of ~n;
(refer to equatiOn (3)) versus uranium concentratio~, which
varies by two orders uf magnitude, The linearity of these
results demonstrates the concentration-independence of the’
solvent-matr~x contrlbut~on. The magnitude of this cantri~lll-
tian is approximately 0.25 q/~, with a difference of 0.02 p/I
resultlng from fjts to the data at the two extremes of the
concentration ran~eo Thus, the concentration eff’ect is lFV
than one-half percent at.2 q/p and negligible at 20fla/f if thf
concentration-lndep~ndent matrix correction is applied, I‘,
should 5P noted that the USAS mPaSUrPmC!nt tI?ChniqdC tCnrl:;tn
empha~,ize th~ matrix effects because of the relat~vely larflm
ener

!l
spaclnq between the 109- and 130-keV assay gamma ri]y~ of

the 9yb transmi~siun source.

A recent Invesl.iqation of solvent-matrix effects on L]ll-
edge mcasurements~~ WEIS performed with the continuum.sourct’
densitometer described in Section 111 C. These measurement.:1
were mlxr!d (uranium-plutoniurn) assa;ls performed with foils and
v[]rlous solvent~ representative rf proc~ss streams (watrr,



nitric acid and hydroxyl amine nitrate) such that solvent den-
sities varied by 10 percent. The equivalent uranium concentra-
tion was approximately 40 g/! with the U/Pu concentration ratio
approximately 4/1. No effects greater than or equal to the
precision limits (0.2 percent for uranium, 1.5 percent for
plutonium) were measured, contrary to recent speculations.26

The available data obtained with existing instruments have
demonstrated that matrix effects on the absorption edge meas-
urements of prepared samples are small and manageable with no
sacrifice in the accuracy of the measured SNM concentration.
Although the samples tend to simulate process solutions,
~imilar demonstrations ~’ith actual process sLiutions are desir-
able. Such demonstrations are only possible with the aid of
proven verification techniques, which are independent of inter-
ferences from the components of the process sol~ticn.

c. Ranqe of Optimum ‘erfcrmailce Capabilitie~

The ability of the a!3s3r?tion edge technique to give
precise, quantitative information over a wide range of concen-
trations ran be demonstrated in principle by calculatinns3~12
for K-edge and LIII-edge measurem~nts. Such calculations
predict precision of one-half percent or better in 1000 second
count times with constant sample thickness and order-of-magrli-
tude variations in concentration. Experimental precisinns
verify these calculated results indicating that in-plant
instruments of extremely simple design can be used with some
flexibilit;l to satisfy specific plant measurement requirements.
However, other argumerlts presented below may justify the design
of more complex measurement cells and mechanical systems for
plant operat~ons.

Off-1ine instruments as opposed to in- or on-line devic~:,
require the greatest flexibility and range for ttle measurement
of samples that originate from more than one point in the
proces5. A good worklnq example of this point is th~ USAS,@
This instrument (Section 111 A) provides all the uranium con-
centration measurements required for accounting and criticalit’~
for the CMB-8 reco~ery process, The process solutions repre-
sent five orders of magnitude in concentrating.

The SRIY Uensitometera iS designed fOr on-line fTlC’~SLlrP-
ments on a bypass llne from each of two storagn tanks whirl}
feed the prec~pltator (Snctlon 111 F), Although the solution:,
are slmllar in the two t~nkc, the success of this mode of oper-
ation could learl to requirem~nts for a wider range of capabil-
ities for on-l!ne analysis with multlple-input bypass plumblnq,

Hybrldiz~tion of the measurement techniques employed by a
single instrument Is one approach to expansion of thu practical
cf)ncentratlon lirnlts. The USAS has been successful with t.hls
approach. Ilowever most hybrlcj lnstrumeflts have! hcc!n d~r,iqned
to expand on the types of lnformi~t!nr,provldcd (Secticln IV [).



Equation (4) demonstrates that the loss in sensitivity due
to decreasing concentrations, c , can be offset tJy an increase
in sample thickness, x. This approach to optimization of
experimental design has certain limits in x. These are approy..

imately 2.5 and 8 cm for L1ll- and K-edge measurements,
respectively. Beyo~d these limits, attenuation due to the

matrix approaches or dominates that due to the analyte species.
The measurement requires intense radioisotopic sGurces
(> 100 mci), and the results become increasingly subject to
solvent-matrix effects. Therefcre the approximate practical
lower concentration limits for timely half-percent measure-
ments at the K and L1ll absorption edqes are 30 g/~
1 g/c,

Z?ti
respectively, As sample concentrations increase, the

sensitivity, d P/f, defined by equation (4) improves until
attenuation due to the analyte species cau~es a loss of preci-
sion in the q~antity, R. A thinner sample vill compensate ard,
for the K-edge technique, the sample thicknrss x can be opti-
mized for all practical SPdM concentrations stove 30 g/; . This
is not necessarily tru: for the L1 I-edge measuremer,ts since
practical lower ilimits on sample th cknesc, may vary fLr c!if-
ferent applications. However, timely one-half peicent measure-
ments can be achieved for 200-LOO g/~ SNM concentrations ~ith
sample thicknesses of a few mm,28

The possible conscquerlces of operation outside the sneci-
fied range of a given lnstrumel~t should be emphasized, Matrix
effects at low concentr~tions were discljssed previously, The
absorption edge technique Itself has no practical upper concer)-
tlati3n limit, but a ~articular instrument (composed c)f a
sample cell of fixed or limlted dimensions) may be subject to
systematic effects at or above the recommended concentratio-~
range. Such effects ar~ the result of a ducrease in signal-to-
noise ratios at energies above the absorption edae as concen.
tratlon increases. Hence there is an increase in the signifi-
cance of effects dJe to room backgro’Jnd13 a~d pi~eup.12

Th~ capablliti~s for ~lmultan~aus a~say of multlple s~;t.1
components have been dlscusrlcd for K-edge mea5ure-
mPntsl)~)3~4\12}29 and demonstr;]ted for LIII-edne measure-
ments,13130 It is likely that field applications for the~ti
techniques, on-line and off-llnr, will increasr as fuel cycl~
alternatives arr explored, The range Of’ such instrument!, if,
smaller with R fixed cell dlml’nsior~,particularly wh~n tl~!’
w,inor SNM compnncnt is the spcclei~ of Jnterest. Ibis is dur Jrl
part to the rapid detcrloratlon uf measurement pre;Jsion wJt’1
increnslnq conrt?ntratlon of the domin~nt species, Compleh
sample cell design may, consequently, receive greater attentjc~rl
with instruments of thi~ type.



D. Lonq-Term Stability

The demonstration of the long-term stability of in-plant
instruments is critical to the effective use of these instru-
ments for nuclear materials accounti~g. Demonstrations of the
long-term stability of the absorption edge techrliques have been
accomplished with the results of the assay of fGil samples used
as working standards. The daily assay of a foil insures th:
correct operation of’ the electronics and mechanical system and,
in general, verifies the instrument calibration.

The integrity of the foil thickness over time makes it
suitakle for measurement control. The exception occurs with
the decay of an unstable radioisotope, SuCh as 241pu, which
may be a significant part of the foil rr,aterial.

The requirements for the use of a foil as a working
standard include the ability to reproducibly position the foil,
w~lich may have a non-unifcrm thickness across its surface, The
significance of nan-uniformities tends to decrease with
increasing foil thickness. Existing foil working standards are
typically .025 to ,25 vm thick. Count times are typically less
than 45 minutes for the foil measurement control seq~ence.

Table III summarizes the foil results (published prt?vi-
oJsly) for four of the field in~truments discussed i 1 Section
III. Fiaure 6 is an example of the stability of the L II.
edae calibratltia to + 0.25 percent 1as demonstrated by e ght
months of measurement- control data obtaineo with a relatively
thin uranium foil. Results such as these have implicatiorls for
the u;e @f in-Dlant irl~tiume’ltation for international
inspections,

Table III.
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E. Calibration.—

The recognized procedures for if]-plant calibration
equipment involve the measurement of well-characterized
ence samples, Ideally, reference materials are

of N!)A
refer-

primary
standards, but, typically, the reference \alues are determin~~
by destructive analytical chemistry used routinely in tl,e plant.

Absorption edge densitometry is a technique that requires,
in principl[ IIc1 calibration. The relationship between the
assay result .concentration) and the measured quantity (loga-
rithm of the transmission ratio, R, defined by equation (2)) is
a Corlstant which, in the absence of matrix effects
product of a and a’ c~~st~~~natural physical constant (!’.ll~)
determined by experimental design (x, the sample thickness),
An accurate knowledge of A]IA and the sample cell dimension
would then ~liminate the need for calibration, Scme clarifica-
tion is necessary here in that the effective vail.lecf .’.;.A
depends on the choice of transmissi~n sources and perhaps on
sample geometry and sample composition if these should v:.ry

considerably. However, such factors as counting geometry anfl
intrinsic detector efficiency da not irlflu~nce the calibration,
Therefore, the need for in-plant calibration might eventuall:
be eliminated, particularly with mcr: examples of long-term
stability of the calibrations of absorption edge instruments.

The A 11 values at the K-edge of plutnnium~z and
u:anium33 have been experimental determined t@ better than
one percent. Further measllrements of this type with improved
prec”sion would provide necessary information on the effects of
scattering (resulting from difference~ in sample qeomet.ry and,
perhaps, cell and collimator dssion), matrix and choice of

transmission source to evaluate the limits of the independence
of calibration.

F, Hyhridi;pati5n

The increasing reliab~lity in the performance of hiah-
resolution gamma ray spectrometer syst~~ms, and the increasing
versatility and capabilities of computer-based multichann~l
analyzer systems lead to an expansion of the wid[ -ranq~ p~r-
formance options, Wide-range performance refers tc~ ra~qr of
concentration as well as range of information, The five fi[ld
instruments described in Section III explor~ d.lffcr(nt optlnrlf,
for extension of effective range. Three of tre Jnstru-
ments6s7?B usc passive assay techniques to provide complemc’n-
tary Isot.epics Information. 0ne5 employs passive technlquvs
to expand the range of concentrations wh~ch can be assayrrl
effectively. Anothcr13 uses variations or the same techniqur

tc assay multiple components. The passive techniques as WC1lI
as -ultiple component assays require hiqh resolution measure-
ments, and the hybridization introduces complexity into thr
hardware and software. The requirements of cr)mnlexlty and
optimum resolution are accommodated by improved computer an:l
detector technology.



Hybridization is destined tc prevail since facilities often
require both concentration and isotopics information,7~9 and
since trends exist among users to apply ii-.strumentsto the
assay of more than one type of process sarllple.5113 Further-
more, as the complexity and variety in sample composition
increases, the use of redundant but ind~pendent NGA techniques
may become a desirable veriricatinn measure. Alternate tech-
niques such as transmission-cor rscted

2
atilmaray assay for

concentration measurements, demonstrated for a wide concerl-
tration range, may be used togethvr with absorption edge meas-
urements in a single instrument for redundant concentration
information on samples subject to large variations in composit-
ion. When sample isotopics are ilnknown or varying, other
passive techniques might be used to determine tOtal plUtOniLJm

concentration from the sum or i~?dividual isotopic concentra-
tionso35 Two-detector methods such as that described previ-
ously36 may be applied to satisfy the (perhaps exclusive)
requirements of techniques desigr~ed to provide complementary
information.

Go On-Line and In-Line Capabilities

The first demonstration of abscrptiLn edge techniques for
on-line operation, in-plant, is the K-edge instrument designed
for SRP,8 The application of the absorption edq~ techniqlJe
to the assay of process solutions can be demonstrated off-lin~.
The on-line instrument is a demonstration of the compatabllity
of NDA, applled to real-time accounting, with rormal facility
operations. Therefore the results of this test impact the
future of in-line applications of the absorption edg~
techniques,

Significant research is necessary ‘~ complete feasibility
studies for in-line applications of absorption edge densi-
tometry. !)emonstrations of long-term stability and remote
maintenance capabilities are critical, Performance in hostile
environments mu~t also be guaranteed, The demonstration of
precise c~ncent ration measurements on flowing streamsb
represetlts an important and ess?ntial study. Optim.lzation of
the absorption edge technique for measurement of samples with

high fission product content is RISCIessential.

The simplicity of absorption $?dge techniques, the insensi-
tivity to matrix effects and dlscret.e interferences, the demon-
strated stability and, as an active technique, the potential
for optimal performance with highly gamm:~-emitt~ng sam[lle<
argue for continued feasibility studies for in-line operati[)ll.
The ultimate success of SUCYI a program requires operatin~~
facilities for demonstration of individually-tested performance
features integrated into a sjngle instrument. The results of
in-plant, in-line studies have pntentlal impact, currently, or)
the success c)f international safeguards efforts,



H. Assay of SNM in Hiqh-Gamma Solutions

The capability of accurate measurements of SNM in solutians
with high fission product cGnteot has recently been demon-
strated in the laboratory with continuum K-edge a!,says of ura-
niumlz and

‘W
-edge determinations of mixtures of uranium

and plutonium. Restrictive sample collimation was used to
reduce passive backgrounds From the sample. Source strengths
were increased to compen~ate for the more restrictive counting
cjeametries. Tht> passive background is primarily the Compton
continuum fr’ ‘“l)ehigt’
low efficjrrl

t!ncrgy gamma rays which scatter with
alanar Ge and Si(Li) crystals.

The K-e. me?curements ujed a test solution of inter-
mediate-burn~p fur?l, Therefore ti7e fissign product ga~rlti
activity of 11 Ci/! represents a few percent of the levels
anticipated for the hign-burnup dissolver solutions. Sar~lF
collimation was effective in reducing the passive bac~grouna to
a negligible level. The beam current requirement from th?
X-ray generator corresponded to the minimum current setting
available with the power supply, The assay result for uranium
showed a negligible bias relative to th,eknown uranium concerl-
tration of 233 g/f. Extrapolation of ~hese results to the
high-burnup feed solutions indicates that the uranium measure-
ments are indeed possible in these applications with nc sacri-
fices in precision or accuracy.

The laboratory measurements with the LIII-edge instru-
mental are summarized in Table IV. TFlese measurements
p:rformed37 with

were
foil samples and 137C5 solutions simultarl-

eausly In the transmission path, The 137CS gamma rays simu-
late the fission product spectrum which is dominated by gamma
rays between 500 a~d 800 keV. The LIII-edge instrument
de%ign does nnt include shielding for high energy gamma rays.
Thus, 8!7 percent of the gamma background observed was shown to
be the result of secondary scattering in the aluminum housinn.
The results of the measurement with the existing design ind~-
cate no significant biases and only small losses in precision
for single-element and mixed-SNM at.,cay in the presence of’
nearly LOG mCl 137CS r’er gram Or F’uo It is anticipated that
a modified design of the transmission tube housing and countln~
geometry will

3
ive similar results in solutions with at least

ten times the 1 7CS content.

These measurement demonstrate great promls~ for absorptjnrl
edge techniques applleci to SNM 6ssay of dissolver and fal’-
upstream process solut!ons.



TABLE IV. Plutonium and Uranium-Plutonium LIII-Edge Meas-
u~ements with l~7Cs-Spiked Solutions

rnci 137CS

per Gram

Plutonium

o
2.5

10
69

370
—

Beam-Off Result (g/l) in 1000 sec Count. Time ‘

Rate(sec -11 Mixed I Separate

in Oetector
I

u I r’u I Pu

1
17 I 41,272.11 I 9.97~.21 I 10.25~.05

*2CIO0 s5c-1 dJe to scattering

v, FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF ABSORPTION-EDGE TECHNIQUES FOR
SPECiAL NUCLEAR MATERIALS ACCOUNTING IN REPROCESSING

A, In-Line Cperation

In-1ine measurements of flowing process streams for real-
time nuclear materials accounting dre most promising with the
simple techniques which are stable over long periods of time
and are insensitive to interferences. Absorption edge tech-
niques are strong candidates for this role, The first steps in
this direction have been taken with the development of ths
on-line K-edge instrument for SRP.8

B, Integrated Real-llme Accounting

Automation and computer-based opf=ration is the P&sis for
Integration of instrumentation desi%tled for abSOrptiOll edae
measurements into plant-wide real time accounting systems.lq
The integrated approach becomes practical as these rapjd,
computer-based techniques achieve acceptance in routine plant
operatiol~s. The An-plant instruments discussed
(Section 111) and, espec~ally,

previously
the on-line K-edge device at

SqP~ are relevant to these potential applications,

c . Dissalver and Far-llpstream Process Solutions

Application of absorption edge techniques to measurements
of SNM feed solutions and process solutions beyond the first
extraction q!ves a simple alternative to the destructive tech-
niques currently applied to measurements of these samples.
Furthermore, the feed salution u/Pu ratios for alternate
(uranium-plutonium) fuel cycles are favorable for simultaneous
assay of both components. K-ledge continuum transmission source
mt’asulements show great promlsc in this area as demonst.rated by



recent laboratory resiults.lz K-edge measurements with dis-
crete sources may also find some application here. Beyond the
first fission product extraction, the zirconium (a discrete
interference in the L ii-edge

\
plutonium measurements) is

reduced to low levels re ative to plutonium, and fission pro-
duct gamma activities are low relative to established limits
for the LIII-edge techniques.~7 Following the uranium
extraction, both uranium and plutonium ran be determined simul-
taneously and precisely by the LIII-edge technique.zo
“These applications represent significant advances in measure-
ment technology for head-end and far-upstream samples.

D. In-Plant Instrumentation for International Inspections

The TASTEX program focuses on the use of in-plant NDD
instruments for nuclear materials eccountjng and verification
measurements. The K-edge instrument7~8 discussed in Section
III D is currently being evaluated under TA5”””X for plutonium
accounting in product solutions. Preliminary studies are in
progress for implementation of this instrum~nt as an inspection
tool.

The ability to verify the quantity of SNM in a given l@ca-
tion within a facility requires confidence in the origin of the
sample which is measured for tp,e verification and confidence in
the verification measurement. In-line ~r on-line instrumenta-
tion is one solu[ion to the problem of sample verification. In
the absence of on-line instruments, observation of sample with-
drawal and sample seallng is mandatory.

Verification uf the measurement might be accomplished ~’ith
the combined use ~f k~rking standards (foils, for examl]le,
precisely characterized by the calibrated instrument and ‘~ith
identities unknown to the operator) and well-defined solution
sample Qimenslons. The former insures the ability of the
instrument to perform an accurate measurement. The latter
gives the assay result for a sample of well-defined thickness.
A simultaneous measurement (working standard plus sample)
insures that the solution sample assay result was obtained by
the same calibrated assay system which gave a correct assay for
the working standard.

The long-term application of foils as working standards has
been demonstrated. The successful demonstratiorl of an in-plant
instrument for stability and reliability as an accountlna tool
is a prerequisite to the use of this instrument for verifica-
tion purposes. Instruments based on absorption edge techniques
offer promise in these applications.



E. Portable Instruments

Although trends toward greater complexity are exhibited i~
the recent absorption edge field instruments discussed in Sec.
tion IXi, the absorption edge techniques alone, the principles,
hardware and software requirements end operation, are extremelY
simple. Instrumentation can be compact in design with few
moving parts, Radioisotopic sources are easily shielded.
Recalibration is not required upon re-assembly of equipment.
Portability is yet to be demonstrated in an existing instrument
design, b~t all the necessary components for a portable absorp-
tion edge densitometer have either been designed or are commer-
ciai~y available.

The independent ver~:ication problem is addressed by port-
able instrumentatj~n. The obvious advantage of the portable
densitometer is the greater intieper;dence of plant operations.
The disadvantages include the need for maintenance and require-
ments for set-up time and for knowledge of set-up procedures,
:hese needs are addressed by the facility for in-~lant instru-
reqts. Alt+ough the capabilities for portable absorption edge
lcstruments have been demonstrated, immediate practical needs
for such instruments are n~t apparent.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Instruments developed during the past few years demonstrate
the potential for wide application of absorption edge measure-
ments for on-line and off-line n~clear materials accounting.
Limitations due to the numbers and constraints of existing
facilities result in areas of research which are currently
unexplored, Incorporation of absorption edge equipme;lt into
the design of test facilities is an imporat3nt move tcxard
real-ti~e accounting and a critical step In the evaluation of
th~ techl~irue in this application.
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